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Abstract. Interoperability is the ability of entities in organisation to work together that covers aspects ranging from the technical to the business level. Over
the last decades, the interoperability concept and its context have been changing
rapidly. It expands from the largely IT-focused area to business-focused area.
The evaluation of interoperability is a rising concern in various research domains.
There is increasing number of researchers that have been started concentrating
on not just digital aspects, but also business related, human related, and social
environment related aspects. Our previous investigation reveals in that interoperability issues from those perspectives are becoming a rising concern. When we
study information sharing and business collaboration within organisations, the
business activities and operations in organisation, which directly affect business
performance, are driven by business processes. Therefore, the interoperability
between business processes is the key to information sharing assurance. This paper proposes a framework from a new perspective - semiotics perspective, for
enhancing interoperability evaluation. The framework derives from a feasibility
study that investigates interoperability barriers in organisation. The framework
offers the capabilities of analysing, measuring, and assessing the interoperability
between business processes.
Keywords: Interoperability Evaluation, Semiotic Interoperability, Information
Sharing, Business Process.
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Introduction

In the current industrial and economic context, market demand and technological evolution are changing sharply. Organisations seek to become more agile, responsive and
competitive. Enterprises tend to maximise their Information Technology investment in
order to support information sharing among not only digital systems, but also business
processes (Clabby, 2003). Panian (2006) summarises two business drivers: 1) the need
to consolidate and globalise, which indicates that many leftover mission-critical systems caused by mergers and acquisitions are requiring a better interoperability between
them in order to enhance information utilisation; and 2) the search for increased productivity, indicates that collaboration of business processes can aid organisations to increase productivity and to reduce costs. The successful collaboration provides instant
operations for organisations, which lead to optimise decision-making processes (Chen,

Doumeingts, & Vernadat, 2008; EN/ISO I9439, 2003). Successful information sharing
also helps stakeholders to manage in responding to the changes (Kaye, 2003), and improve organisation’s agility by providing the flexibility to quickly adapt information
systems in order to accommodate growth and meet arisen business challenges. In order
to study the effectiveness of the information sharing between digital systems and between business processes in responding to the changes of market demand and technological innovation, the concept of interoperability, which was originally used for evaluating connection of technical devices and integration of ICT systems, is becoming a
widely accepted tool for assessing not just the technical integration, but also collaboration in business in the last decade (Liu et al., 2013).
Interoperability is the ability of entities in organisation to work together that covers
aspects ranging from the technical to the business level. Over the last decades, the interoperability concept and its context have been changing rapidly. It expands from the
largely IT-focused area to business-focused area. The evaluation of interoperability is
a rising concern in various research domains. There is increasing number of researchers
that have been started concentrating on not just digital aspects, but also business related,
human related, and social environment related aspects. Our previous investigation reveals in that interoperability issues from those perspectives are becoming a rising concern. When we study information sharing and business collaboration within organisations, the business activities and operations in organisation, which directly affect business performance, are driven by business processes. Therefore, the interoperability between business processes is the key to information sharing assurance. This paper proposes a framework from a new perspective - semiotics perspective, for enhancing interoperability evaluation. The framework derives from a feasibility study that investigates interoperability barriers in organisation. The framework offers the capabilities of
analysing, measuring, and assessing the interoperability between business processes.
The paper starts with a recap of previous study on evaluation of semiotic interoperability, and then conducts a feasibility study that adopts organisational morphology to investigate barriers at three layers (i.e. Informal, Formal, and Technical). The identified
barriers and its corresponding solutions are consolidated to form a framework – Semiotic Interoperability Evaluation Framework, which is proposed with discussion in the
end of this paper.
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Background

2.1

Semiotic Interoperability Definition

In our previous work (Liu, 2015; Li, 2013), the concept of semiotic interoperability is
defined based on the semiotic framework from organisational semiotics. As introduced
the semiotic framework provides a sound theoretical foundation for understanding of
the nature of the sign-based communication, and a holistic view about signs, information, systems and organisations (Stamper, 1973; Liu, 2000). The semiotic interoperability allows information systems to work together through communication, and also

enables collaboration of business processes through understanding of intention and social consequence. Fig 1 describes the concept of semiotic interoperability and its functional context at six constituting levels.
Physical interoperability enables seamless communication between senders and receiver handling the physical tokens transmitted via a route at the destination without
loss of physical properties. Interoperability at Empiric level is achieved when the receiver can reconstitute the same sequence of symbols that were sent by the sender, irrespective of any problems at the physical level. Interoperability at Syntactic level is
achieved when the expression of information, or language, or formula can be recognised by different information systems. The data structures and format of file and message have to be readable to both ends of communication. Semantic interoperability can
be achieved to give the same meaning to exchanged information between information
systems, and it requires a conceptual model which describes what information is exchanged in terms of concepts, properties, and relationships between these concepts.
More specifically, the semantic interoperability not only entails the data to be universally accessible and reusable, but also address the lack of common understanding
caused by the use of different semantic representations, different purposes, different
contexts, and different syntax-dependent approaches. Interoperability at the pragmatic
level ensures that business processes supported by the information systems in individual contexts can be aggregated to achieve the overall intended purpose. It enables the
alignment of business workflows, alignment of processes, and alignment of rules. Besides, the pragmatic interoperability also aligns social aspects such as culture, norms,
environment, and actor’s behaviour patterns in order to solve conflicts of cohesiveness.
Interoperability at Social level ensures the intention or purpose of the sender has led to
a social consequence to the receiver, and the social consequence can be social commitment, obligation, and norms. The social interoperability also ensures that those social
consequences support the business strategy, vision, objectives, and the business environment. There are a few sub-areas under the topic of social interoperability such as
alignment in traditions, alignment in policies, alignment in culture, alignment in ethics,
alignment in management style, and alignment in environment (Barbarito et al., 2012;
Boonstra, Broekhuis, Offenbeek, & Wortmann, 2011; Gregory, Dixon, & Ham, 2012;
S. Liu, Li, & Liu, 2014; Saag et al., 2012), those sub-areas cannot represent all the
concerns and issues that social interoperability deals with, because the topic is still under investigation and development.

Fig. 1. Semiotic Interoperability

2.2

Evaluating Interoperability between Business Processes

The focus of this paper is the upper two levels of the semiotic interoperability: pragmatic and social levels. In our previous studies, a review of all existing interoperability
evaluation frameworks points out that most of current works have tackled the interoperability issues at the semantic, syntactic, empiric and physical levels (Liu, 2014). But
very limited amount of works is concentrating on evaluating interoperability at pragmatic and social levels. According to the definition of semiotic interoperability, the
pragmatic interoperability is to ensure that business processes supported by the information systems in individual contexts can be aggregated to achieve the overall intended
purpose. To evaluate the interoperability between business processes, this thesis deals
with the issue from the organisational morphology perspective. As discussed in the first
previous sections in this chapter, organisation can be seen as an information system,
because information is created, stored, and processed for communication, coordination
and achieving the organisational objectives (Liu et al., 2002). From an organisational
perspective, information systems are defined by the cultural and legal norms that regulate people’s behaviour (Gazendam and Liu, 2005). Thus, the definition of organisation
is extended to a wider sense such that, a group of people, a society, a culture, do not
only share language, customs, and habits, but also participate in the social construction

of their own rules. In summary, the organisation is regarded as an informal information
system where meanings are established, intentions are understood, beliefs are formed,
commitments are made, and responsibilities are negotiated through the decision of
physical actions. The organisation morphology categorises those meanings, intentions,
beliefs, commitments, and responsibilities into three layers: the formal, the informal,
and the technical. Business processes, at the formal layer, plays dominant role that
drives business activity and operation, which directly affects business performance.
However, the business process cannot be treated in isolation to aspects at other two
layers: the informal and the technical. Because the studies in information system have
never treated the information system as a set of separate components but considered it
as a whole. Thus, the business process also requires supports from both technical and
informal layers. According to the definitions given by Li (2010) and Zutshi et al. (2012),
business process is a set of activities that occur in a coordinated manner pursuing one
common goal. By looking at the entire information system, the activities are dynamic
in nature but consider static aspects as well. The dynamic aspects include culture,
norms, different behaviour patterns; and the static aspects include technical system capacity, data structure, data transmission, connection etc. Therefore, to evaluate the interoperability between business processes is to evaluate the interoperability at the formal, the informal, and the technical layers. Table 1 describes the key aspects at each
layer.
Table 1. Three layers for evaluating interoperability between business processes.
Layer
Informal
Formal

Technical

Description
Community, social norm, people, policy, culture, ethics, environment, alliances etc.
Organisational strategy/vision, business governance,
domain analysis, organisational roles, functional profile, rules, procedures, management etc.
Data semantics, information infrastructure, information model, schema, script, interface, platform, deployment model, resources, products etc.

The informal layer contains aspects such as community, social norm, policy, and culture. Those aspects can be expanded to be different behaviour patterns of both organisations and individuals. The interoperability at this layer is to align the different aspects
in order to solve conflicts of cohesiveness. In the formal layer, business process plays
dominant role that specifies on how functions should be carried out and how tasks
should be performed. The interoperability at this layer is to align procedures and rules
in order to achieve higher efficiency. It defines business goals, and models business
processes, also brings the collaboration of administrations that aims to exchange information and have different internal structures and processes. The technical layer mostly
refers to the technical computer systems and the implementation of their services, integration, and functions. The interoperability at this layer is to align technical functions

and interfaces ensuring that the implementation has been done properly in order to
achieve higher system productivity.
The organisational morphology theory is applied to evaluate interoperability between business processes from three layers: the formal, the informal, and the technical.
The three levels are the foundation for developing the framework - Semiotic Interoperability Evaluation Framework (SIEF). Before proposing the SIEF, it is necessary to
investigate the feasibility. To conduct a feasibility study, several industrial cases for
interoperability evaluation are investigated. The findings of the feasibility study identify concerns and barriers at the three layers when considering interoperability evaluation between business processes and those concerns and barriers will be later transformed into metrics contributing to the SIEF.
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Findings of Feasibility Study

The feasibility study is mainly conducted through interviews and surveys in a
healthcare software company and one of the hospitals in China where the company
provides solutions for. The company currently runs an integration project, which aims
to enable information sharing among systems such as Radiology Information Systems
(RIS), Electronic Health Record (EHR), and Picture Archiving and Communication
Systems (PACS). The Radiology department provides diagnostic and interventional radiology for inpatients, outpatients and general practitioner referrals. Various healthcare
services such as Computed Radiography (CR), Computed Tomography (CT), X-ray,
and Interventional Radiology produce a huge amount of information regarding patient’s
healthcare delivery and clinical process. Both relevant employees of the company and
clinicians in the hospital are selected for the interview.
To select appropriate case, a method developed by Seawright and Gerring (2008) is
adopted. Following the method, firstly the selection method is qualitative research approach. Secondly, the goal of the feasibility study is to support the feasibility of the
proposed SIEF by conducting interviews. Thirdly, the size of the case is medium enterprise which has approximately 200 employees working on various projects. The project
where this case study conducts involves 28 staff, and from the hospital side, 15 clinicians are involved.
To select appropriate interviewees, several criteria are set up for the screening process. Firstly, by working experiences: should have more than 3-year experiences relating to software and systems development for employee; and should have more than 3year experiences directly using the above information systems for clinicians. Secondly,
by technical relevance: should have been directly involved in the development, other
supporting roles are not accepted for employee; because the clinician is the user, this
criterion does not apply to them.
Following the two criteria, 31 semi-structured interviews (summarised in Table 2)
were conducted with relevant stakeholders. The interviews lasted around 40 minutes
and were on a one-to-one basis. The interviews were tape-recorded and later transcribed
and rendered anonymously. The questions asked are derived from the SIEF which is

presented in the next Chapter. The results of the interviews are summarised into categories presented in the following sections.
Table 2. Summary of interviews

Sectors

Sample

Years of experience

Industry
Hospitals
Total

22
9
31

3-5
7
3
10

6-10
11
2
13

11-15
2
1
3

16-20
1
1
2

20+
1
2
3

22 participants from industry have been interviewed: 6 of them are junior-manager
level, 10 of them are senior-manager level e.g. senior system architect, project manager;
and 6 of them are executive level e.g. CEO, CTO, director of software design, and
director of service delivery.
9 participants from hospitals have been interviewed: 4 of them are physicians, 3 of
them are radiology technicians, 1 IT manager with 11 years’ experiences, and 1 medical
administration manager.
The open interview basically asked what concerns and barriers should not be ignored when assessing interoperability from the three layers: the technical, the formal,
and the informal. As the purpose of the interview is to investigate the feasibility of
interoperability assessment, thus the questions asked aim to gather wide opinions from
those participants, and more specific data analysis techniques such as content analysis
are not applied. The key results from the interview are summarised in following paragraphs.
To enable collaboration between business processes, a shared intended purpose
plays a key role that supports perceiving of personal beliefs and organisational ground
rules, whereas an un-shared purpose may be considerable conflicts between the organisational level and personal level. Issues like restriction to staff behaviour, information
collaboration (information channels alignment), and privacy and security concerns are
raised attentions. Taking one example from one of the interviewed hospital, the informal level is concerned with the understanding of the healthcare, regulatory, legislative
and healthcare environment in which information systems need to be deployed to support healthcare delivery. It requires agreement on key organisational concepts such as
policies, processes and roles; it also captures relevant patterns such as compliance, governance, legislative and change management. Table 3 summarises the concerns and
barriers at informal layer from the interview.
Table 3. Concerns and barriers at informal layer summarised from interview results

Culture issue
Ethical issue
Behavioural factor

Tacit knowledge has not been explicitly stated and shared
Appropriateness of taking actions on healthcare service delivery
Willingness to be open and to share

Management style
Policy and procedure
Restriction to staff
behaviour
Privacy and security

Leadership style influencing the degree of willingness of collaboration
Internal control process, work flow, staff relationships, communication patterns, cut-across political boundaries, etc.
Staff’s fear on integrated working process as restriction that
might control their behaviour
Sensitive information of patient to be protected by law

At Formal layer, the concerns and barriers are collected from the interview and observation are summarised in Table 4. To assess interoperability, we should not only be
concerned with information exchanged between technical systems, but also the
knowledge of the context that the information exists within each system or process. As
quoted from one IT project managers: “…It is important to articulate the requirement
for context awareness that process representation begins. The context of the target system should also be made available to the origin system. Key questions such as what
process will first operate on the information at the target system once it receives it, and
what state of preceded processes are should be concerned…” By understanding this
context, the system engineer and integration designer can ensure pragmatic interoperability is addressed for the needs of process integration. To define the context, one manager of the logistics department said that “Assume that the context is about internal
workings of the process, in other words, the initialization state, the end state, the nature
of data transformations, and details about the timing of the process are all considered,
so that the receiving process can make better use of information it receives. This information is in context, but it also shows the dynamic nature of that context to the receiving
system, because it now has specific information about the dynamic context within the
originating system.”
Table 4. Concerns and barriers at formal layer summarised from interview results

Organisation structure
Harmonized strategy
Performance constraints
Cost constraints
Data source interoperability
Context awareness
Varieties of purchased systems

Centralised, decentralised, hierarchical, matrix, networked, etc.
Aligned operations to be applicable on the strategic
level
Fewer investment but more effective collaboration
Unexpected budget
Multiple data sources used for supporting process
Knowledge of context of both collaborative parties/processes
Purchased systems from various venders with low capability

For example, context is seen as a demand for more information between the Model
Manufacturing Demand Service and the Rental Fulfilment Service, so that a specific
understanding of the models requested has a deeper meaning. This could be a specific
based on the timing of the data, the initialization state of the Rental Fulfilment Service,
and the data transformations. This gives a more dynamic picture of the context for the
information being produced by one process for another, and allows for a deeper understanding of the meaning of that context.
The purpose at technical level is to make exchanged data available for supporting
the processes at upper level. For example, in healthcare environment, it is concerned
with the understanding of technical functionality for supporting information systems;
from a project management perspective, the manager needs to ensure both data and
service integration have been successfully implemented beforehand. It requires agreement on a core set of technical concepts, such as technical components and devices, the
interactions between components, interface and technical services; it also captures relevant patterns such as technical architecture styles and styles of component interactions.
However, the study at this level is not the focus of the interoperability evaluation in this
thesis, although this layer is vital to support the understanding the concerns of pragmatic interoperability. Therefore, during the interview, only few concerns regarding
technical level are summarised below.
Table 5. Concerns and barriers at technical layer summarised from interview results

Semantic heterogeneity
Ontology structure
Business semantics
Ambiguous terminology
Implementation
of data integration
Implementation
of service integration
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Refers to the variation of semantic meaning in information resources which will lead to the semantic conflicts and complication for data integration
Approaches that employ ontologies for information systems
Defining ontology and semantic conversion
Differences in the use of terms across departments
Defining source and target data format; data transformation and
mapping; deploy on execution infrastructure
Services for connecting processes and message exchange

Semiotic Interoperability Evaluation Framework

Based on the findings from the feasibility study, key barriers are identified while considering the interoperability assessment. The empirical investigation supports the SIEF
to derive its associated metrics. Besides, based on the previous works from Li (2010),
Liu et al. (2014), Meyers et al. (2005), and other widely used interoperability evaluation

frameworks, the assessment metrics are developed accordingly. Fig 2 presents the
SIEF, and there are no explicit borderlines among the technical metrics, formal metrics,
and informal metrics.

Fig. 2. Semiotic Interoperability Evaluation Framework (SIEF)

This paper tends to not view the interoperability assessment separately by levels, but to
think it as a whole. The three levels in the SIEF are all concerned with the pragmatic
and social levels in the semiotic framework. If there must be borderline in between,
then the group of technical and formal metrics, and informal metrics could match the
pragmatic and social levels respectively with overlapping. The relation between the
metrics in the SIEF and the levels in the semiotic framework is that the pragmatic levels
and social levels comprise but not limited to those levels.

Fig. 3. Interoperability between business process A and B

Therefore, the interoperability between the two business processes is the combination
of the interoperability at the three levels, which can be presented as the Equation (1):
x+y=z

(1)

I (Pa,Pb): Interoperability between two processes A and B;
ITe(Pa,Pb): Interoperability at technical level;
IFo(Pa,Pb): Interoperability at formal level;
IIn(Pa,Pb): Interoperability at informal level.
Figure 3 illustrates how the interoperability evaluation is conveyed between two
business processes. In the informal level, the metric is also named indicator, which
means the indicators of process A such as the management style, religions, appropriateness of taking actions, employee’s motivation, employee’s honesty, should be in line
with the indicators of process B. in the formal level, the metric is also named performance measure, which means the measures of process A such as clarity in business
strategy, backup strategic plan, management of External relationships, clarity in responsibility, should be in accordance with the performance measures of process B. In the
technical level, the metrics of process A such as design of services, model of business
document, and implementation of data/service integration, should match with the metrics of process B.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Assessing interoperability is still challenging because those metrics cannot be easily
quantified for more specific measurement. As discussed previously, on one hand, the
metrics are partly derived from results of the case study, which reflect key concerns and
barriers of interoperability; on the other hand, there are also metrics derived from the
existing works, which have been explained in the previous section. For each metric/concern/barrier, we have investigated corresponding solutions/methods/tools,
which will be used as criteria to evaluate that whether the concern or the barrier has
been addressed or not. In this case, to measure each metric, all relevant methods, solutions, and tools will be developed in future work.
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